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Newspaper articles from the Queen Charlotte statue
controversy in Charlotte, North Carolina (1989) and another
article from 1997
The Jan. 27, 1989 The Charlotte Observer has a front page photo of a sculpture of Queen
Charlotte by B. Graham Weathers under the title "The Queen, In Bronze," and an article by John
Wildman entitled "Statue of Queen Takes Its Bows."

Several days later, on the Feb. 3, 1989 The Charlotte Observer published a letter to the editor
from Rev. Motlalepula Chabaku titled "Queen's Features Altered", in which Rev. Chabaku, a
Black woman from South African who was a civil rights activist and local Methodist minister,
stated "She was a black woman even though she was the consort of King George III."
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Weather's reply "Not Ashamed of Queen's Features" from Feb 20, 1989.

Correction from Feb 20, 1989. It is interesting that Weathers assumed Chabaku was a man, or at
least didn't think to clarify, and he didn't address her using the honorific "Rev." that she used in
her letter.
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"Some Say Queen Charlotte Can Claim African Ancestry" by Ed Martin, Charlotte Observer, Feb
22 1989

Errors in article:
• misattributes the "pictures of Negroes" quote to Horace Walpole (a contemporary of Charlotte
who commented about her in his Letters), when it was J. A. Rogers writing that about himself
• gets the sculptor's name wrong — it is "B. Graham Weathers" not "B. Grant Weathers"
• "characterized by another historian, Brunold Springer" — Springer was not an historian, he
was a Jewish German lawyer who wrote several books about scientific racism from an
antiracist perspective.
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• Alexander states "I grew up in an age before I knew Hannibal was black." — this is not a
historically-accurate description of Hannibal and is widely considered to be Afrocentric
pseudohistory.
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Feb 27 1997 "Was Queen Charlotte Black? Debate lives" in The Charlotte Observer
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